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CAT35126 Technical Readout 3060 Classic Battletech RPG by Catalyst Game Labs SECRET

WEAPONS REVEALED! The Great Houses of the Inner Sphere have created a new Star League to

end the clan threat, launching an all-out attack against the most powerful Clan, Smoke Jaguar.

During this campaign, the Inner Sphere was assaulted by a new and deadly creation: the

ProtoMech. Swift and deadly, these half-size Mechs proved agile and difficult to destroy. Now, other

Clans will quickly field this potent new weapon against the Inner Sphere, hoping to once more tip

the balance of power in their favor. BattleTech Technical Readout 3060 provides descriptions, game

statistics and the history of development for the Clans most unusual weapon: the ProtoMech.

Additionally, new Inner Sphere and Clan BattleMechs and OmniMechs are included, as well as Clan

vehicles.
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While I found the 3060 book about as good as the others, I was disappointed when I bought this

one. Battletech has been re-issuing its Technical Readouts for several years now with updated text,

stats, and/or pictures--and when I saw the new cover on this one, I assumed it was going to be a

new, updated version of the 3060 readout. Instead, it is the exact same as the original one (with the

orange-yellow cover featuring a Hauptman and ProtoMechs) with the same pictures and same

exact text. In fact, the only difference is that this version omits the BattleForce statistics seen in the

original, which leads to some of the pictures being resized or re-centered. Unfortunately, the

illustrations are often nudged a few milimeters too far to the right (outside) of the page, resulting in



them being minutely cut-off from frame.If you do not have the original version of the 3060 Readout,

buy this one. If you do, do not bother buying it a SECOND TIME.

I was very dissapointed with the reissue of TR:3060. All fo the reissues to date have been updated

with Jihad refrences, performance review, deployment and noteable pilots. None of that was

included this issue. The only difference from the previous release other than the cover is the

removel of Battleforce stats. If you have the old 3060 don't bother with this. If you do not, then by all

means its a usefull book.

Good amount of mechs and vehicles. Slightly less clan mechs than IS mechs, but many clan

vehicles. Was a good TRO. Would recommend to BT fans.

Lots of interesting designs, but the art is dull and strange at times. Still, worth the price if you like

Battletech.
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